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Short sands surf report

Coastal waters forecast from the Nat report. Weather Service North Oregon (Cape Shoalwater, WA to Florence, OR) shown below. If your browser doesn't show the report below, here's a link: N Oregon Tide Tables Tides report greatly affects Oregon surf breaks. Here's a good tidal table to check online. Or you can get a snazzy tide
watch. At the very least, get yourself one of those little printed tidal books found in surf shops and waterfront stores. Pack one in your surf bag and one in the glove compartment in the car. As you learn how tides affect your favorite breaks, this little book will help you time your sessions for optimal conditions. DROP IN &amp; JOIN THE
FAMILY WE'LL KEEP THE STOKE LEVEL HIGH WITH DISCOUNT CODES AND KEEP YOU A UP A UP ON THE LATEST SALE &amp; SPECIAL EVENT ANNOUNCEMENTS. JanuaryBest Season: WinterThe best time of year to surf Oswald State Park / Short sand with consistent clean waves (driving swells with light /offshore winds)
is during winter and most often the month of January. Clean surfing waves are usually found 44% of the time in January, while 43% of the time it is usually deflated. For the remaining 13% of the time it is considered too little by most surfers, but it can still be ok for beginners and thunder from time to time. Surfable waves that hold up well
for longer rides in prevailing sea, sea or light wind conditions. Surf-sized waves that are of poorer quality due to prevailing conditions on land, over land or windy conditions (may be preferable to kitesurfing). Waves are usually considered too little for good surfing. Some wave-magnet breaks can still work though if conditions are right
(occasionally). Interactive Oswald State Park/Short Sands Surf Break Location Map. See information about nearby surf breaks, their consistency, and wave rating compared to other places in the region. Current overgrowth conditions from local buoys are shown along with live wind speed and direction from nearby weather stations. Click
the icons on the map for more details. The nearest Oswald State Park/Short Sands passenger airport is Scappoose Industrial Airpark (San Luis) airport in the US, 86 km (53 miles) away (direct). The second closest airport in Oswald State Park/Short Sands is Mc Minnville Muni Airport (Mackminnville) (MMV), also in the US, 91 km (57
miles) away. Keep in touch that some surfing locations are approximate to protect their exact location, while others aren't shown at close zoom levels. Oswald State Park/Short Sand Surf Forecasts:Hourly Forecast7 Day ForecastInteractive Porthcawl Point location map. See nearby buoy information, live wind conditions and surrounding
roads, trails and locations to find new breaks. Click buoys wind icon to see more information. RatingsOverall:2.8Quality on a good day:3.2 Surf inconsistency:3.5Difficulty Level:2.4 Wind and Kite Surfing:1.2Crowds:3.0...See all 18 18 ReviewImpartial reviews submitted by Surf-Forecast users.OR Surfer from the United States Shorts Sands
(Shorties) is an interesting place. Definitely the most popular break on Oregon's north shore (if not the entire state)Shorties is probably where most people go to learn to surf in Oregon (and SW Washington) because of its proximity to Portland, Oregon's most polypless city. In a transient Oregon summer or any time the weather is 1/2-way
decent (which is more common than usual misconception,) location is an absolute zoo starting around 9:00 or 10:00 a.m. .m. Small parking lots are as full as drives of softtop-schlepping hipsters from Portland descending the old forest path to the beach with refrigerators full of Pabst, selfie sticks, Frisbees and guitars. The place is a
portlandia episode waiting to be filmed. That said, even during the warmer months/days, if you are a soldier and can manage dawn patrols, you can usually catch a place almost completely deserted for an hour or two in the early morning hours. (Parking is 'open' at 6:00, but I never got a withdrawal penalty at 5:00-5:30). The summer
months are generally weak for Oregon to surf anyway, so the small waves and friendly 'scene' at Shorties makes it look like a kind of Hipster Beach Blanket Bingo. Come autumn and winter though, this place takes on a completely different vibe. The best months for quality are October and November. Sandbars from multiple stream
outflows have been spruced up and have yet to be pumped up by NW's heavy winter waves, and Shorties is capable of spitting barrels and long unbroken lines when those conditions line up just right. Typically, the worst thing about Shorties isn't freak rides. When the waves are good, they tend to flounder in whitewashing, away from any
firing lines. The Seaside crews that dominate Point don't usually surf here, or if they do, $hole is vastly dialed. No, the worst thing about Shorties is surfers in California rolling around with their brothers and 20 chippy-pushers tied to the roof. It doesn't take long to spot them: most of them ride something by... Lost or Al Merrick and sporting
Hurley suits with any color except black. You can hear forced California drawls and observe the spastic shredding better left on Mission Beach or Blacks or Steamboat Lane. The only real conflicts I've ever seen in the water at Shorties involved Cal bros. Luckily, bros don't usually know when to catch shorties going off so local and semilocal (Portland) surfers usually get the lion's share of the quality to surf there. With multiple, variable peaks there are almost always enough waves to go around when it's good. Discover surf breaks near Oswald State Park/Short Sands. Click below to see the surf guides. 2.60 3:10AM2.021:59PM 2.45 4:00AM2.002:49PM 2.26 4:51AM
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five miles away. Surfing properties and weather are calculated for Oswald State Park/Short Sands.The new forecast is published every 6 hours www.surf-forecast.com. See detailed information about tides and grafOffshore winds at Oswald State Park/ Short sand blowing from the E Scroll overTouch data graph ClickPress Day for Details
Head high SW middle period swells in the morning with occasional 1-3' overhead high sets. It falls into the head range for the afternoon. Chopped/disorganised with SW winds of 15-20mph in the morning shifting W 10-15mph in the afternoon. Well overhead high WNW ground swells in the morning with occasional double overhead high
sets. It drops into the 1-3' overhead range for the afternoon. The semi-clean/lateral texture and current with SSE winds of 10-15mph in the morning shifts to 20-25mph in the afternoon. Well overhead the high WNW ground swells for the morning. It fades into the afternoon with sets up to 1-3' above the head high. Side texture/chop in the
morning with WNW winds of 25-30mph. Semi clear/side texture and current conditions for the afternoon with winds moving NW 20-25mph. Chest to head high W middle period swell for the morning going over WSW and building into a 1-3' overhead range in the afternoon. Sideshore/chopped with with winds of 20-25mph in the morning
increases to 25-30mph in the afternoon. Double above + high W ground swells for the morning going over WSW during the day. Sideshore/chopped with with winds of 20-25mph in the morning increases to 30-35mph in the afternoon. 52° Rain and dangerously windy 53° Rain and dangerously windy overhead high W soil swell with
occasional double overhead high sets. Chopped/disorganised with WSW winds of 15-20mph in the morning shifting W 10-15mph in the afternoon. Well above the high W ground swells for the morning. It fades into the afternoon with sets up to 1-2' above the head high. Clear with ESE winds of 15-20mph. DESCRIPTION OF THE
COMMERCIAL. SONGS, NANAKULI, SURFING PHOTO DESCRIPTION. Sandy Beach, Oahu, photo surfing One day with lots of photos and here's one of the Paddle New Wave Board -- Kaisers break Summer shack. Washington, surfing photo Photo courtesy of BCMcustomLures.com. New Jersey, surfing photo Building and surfing
Custom Wavestorm Beater: DDDS Ep. 13 Custom Wavestorm Beater Building and Surfing: DDDS Ep. 13 Heavy Traffic on Heavy Pipeline w / Italo Ferreira, John Florence, Jamie O'Brien, Mark Healey, ... SURFING INTO THE DARKNESS! (SICKEST SUNSET EVER) Surfing Shorebreak in the Snow: DDDS Ep. 9 Sneaky Good off the
wall and w Sebastian Zietz - Michel Bourez - Makua Rothman - -
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